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DBNotes Pro is a feature-rich office suite
that comes bundled with many useful

and entertaining tools, such as address
book, shopping list, calculator, inventory,
accounts, notes, daily planner, Solitaire,

FreeCell or cards publisher. Plan
meetings, make calculations and
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manage finances The program is
wrapped in a well-organized and intuitive
interface, with all the functions packed
into a distinct menu. A separate toolbar

contains the editing and formatting
elements necessary to write and

customize drafts. Write personal notes
and insert tables It's recommended to
browse each menu to get familiarized

with what the app has to offer. DBNotes
Pro supports a few file formats, like RTF,
TXT and HTML. You can use the provided
word processor to write ideas, thoughts
or daily tasks. It's possible to customize
the content with font types and colors,
arrange the text in the page, and insert
number lists and custom tables. Design
unique cards, rip CDs and handle phone

numbers In addition, you have the
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options to encrypt the current file, create
a personalized envelope and greeting

cards, test your typing skills, and
capture the screen, as well as rip CDs,
add new contacts to the phone book,

and convert between various
measurement units. Play games to

relieve some stress The app also comes
with a few Windows games, like Solitaire

and FreeCell, along with quick launch
icons for Windows Explorer, Paint and
Character Map. Plus, you can bring up

the spellchecker and the text-to-speech
function, and install plugins. Schedule
assignments, manage bills and drafts
From the "Office" menu, you can open
the work schedule, receipt, customer,
inventory and account databases, as

well as enter new bills, notes and daily
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chores. The address book comes in
handy when you want to store numerous

contacts. Last but not least, you can
make arithmetical operations and
calculate trigonometric functions.
Feature-rich office and personal
manager The bottom line is that

DBNotes Pro is a reliable application
designed to offer simple ways to

compose documents, manage your
payments and bills, play games, store

contacts, make calculations and
schedule appointments.Confidentiality
programs that doctors use to protect

patient medical records have turned up
a flawed approach in the past few

months, according to an alarming report
published in the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention's Morbidity and
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Mortality Weekly Report. Healthcare
systems such as hospitals and clinics

work hard to maintain the confidentiality
of patients'

DBNotesPro Crack+ For Windows 2022

The fast and efficient way to create and
manage one-page handwritten journals,
notes, household lists and shopping lists.

* Translate text from English to many
foreign languages easily, and auto-

import from your Gmail folder to
conveniently keep your notes in sync. *
One-page handwritten journal with 15

customizable templates to help organize
your notes and ideas. * Browse daily
tasks, notes and shopping lists using

integrated tags. * Hang your lists on the
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side of the screen with the widget to
quickly note anything. * Calculate any
kind of math operation. * Quickly store
your contact information and add new

ones easily. * Use the integrated address
book to record any kind of new contact.

* Easily create, send and organize your e-
mail. * Record your holiday shopping list
and check how much each product will

cost. * Schedule a meeting with a single
click using integrated address book and
calendar. * Convert almost any image to
a high-quality vector illustration. * Text-
to-speech (TTS) support for reading your

handwritten notes aloud or for other
spoken note taking. * Record phone

numbers and e-mail addresses using the
integrated address book. * Hang the

integrated calculator widget next to the
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phone number input to quickly perform
any kind of calculations. * Use the

integrated bookmark manager to store
web links and keywords in your personal
websites. * Share the contents of your
journal or notes on social media. If you
like this application and find it useful,

please leave your comments and ratings
at the Google Play Store, thank you.

Note: * The characters of the Chinese
and Japanese languages might not be in
an ideal state. * The Chinese character
of “得” is not correct, please contact the
manufacturer. DBNotesPro Activation
Code is a feature-rich office suite that
comes bundled with many useful and

entertaining tools, such as address book,
shopping list, calculator, inventory,

accounts, notes, daily planner, Solitaire,
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FreeCell or cards publisher. Plan
meetings, make calculations and
manage finances The program is

wrapped in a well-organized and intuitive
interface, with all the functions packed
into a distinct menu. A separate toolbar

contains the editing and formatting
elements necessary to write and

customize drafts. Write personal notes
and insert tables It's recommended to
browse each menu to get familiarized

with what the app has to offer.
DBNotesPro Serial Key supports a few

file formats, like RTF, TXT and HTML. You
can use b7e8fdf5c8
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What's New in the?

DBNotesPro is a feature-rich office suite
that comes bundled with many useful
and entertaining tools, such as address
book, shopping list, calculator, inventory,
accounts, notes, daily planner, Solitaire,
FreeCell or cards publisher. Plan
meetings, make calculations and
manage finances The program is
wrapped in a well-organized and intuitive
interface, with all the functions packed
into a distinct menu. A separate toolbar
contains the editing and formatting
elements necessary to write and
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customize drafts. Write personal notes
and insert tables It's recommended to
browse each menu to get familiarized
with what the app has to offer.
DBNotesPro supports a few file formats,
like RTF, TXT and HTML. You can use the
provided word processor to write ideas,
thoughts or daily tasks. It's possible to
customize the content with font types
and colors, arrange the text in the page,
and insert number lists and custom
tables. Design unique cards, rip CDs and
handle phone numbers In addition, you
have the options to encrypt the current
file, create a personalized envelope and
greeting cards, test your typing skills,
and capture the screen, as well as rip
CDs, add new contacts to the phone
book, and convert between various
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measurement units. Play games to
relieve some stress The app also comes
with a few Windows games, like Solitaire
and FreeCell, along with quick launch
icons for Windows Explorer, Paint and
Character Map. Plus, you can bring up
the spellchecker and the text-to-speech
function, and install plugins. Schedule
assignments, manage bills and drafts
From the "Office" menu, you can open
the work schedule, receipt, customer,
inventory and account databases, as
well as enter new bills, notes and daily
chores. The address book comes in
handy when you want to store numerous
contacts. Last but not least, you can
make arithmetical operations and
calculate trigonometric functions.
Feature-rich office and personal
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manager The bottom line is that
DBNotesPro is a reliable application
designed to offer simple ways to
compose documents, manage your
payments and bills, play games, store
contacts, make calculations and
schedule appointments. What's in the
package? • 4 different kinds of file
format • DOS and Windows executables
(AMD64) • RTF, TXT, HTML and XML
documents • ZIP and 7z archives Note:
For instructions on where to extract the
files, please read the'readme' file in the
package. More...
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System Requirements For DBNotesPro:

Windows 10, 8, 8.1, 7, Vista, and XP
(32-bit or 64-bit) with 3GB RAM, 3GB
Hard Drive, 500 MB of free disk space,
and DirectX 9.0 Minimum: Operating
System: Windows 7, 8 or 10 Processor:
1.8GHz Dual Core Processor or
equivalent RAM: 2GB Hard Drive: 500MB
available space Graphics: DirectX 9
graphics card that can support HD
textures Recommended: Operating
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